Introduction
Slowly, but unerringly, the study of heavy 'ion reactions has brought problems involving angular momentum to the forefront of inv~s~igatjon.
The untangling of the complex time evolution problems associated with heavy ion reactions requires a good understanding of the relevant, degrees of freedom and, to the extent to which angular momentum is involved, of the amount of angular momentum these degrees of freedom can carry. The importance of angular momentum in recent studies is illustrated by the work on gamma-ray multiplicities~-8 gamma-ray angular distributions,9 d lh lO d tOlfo ° bb010tO d 1 dOtObtO 11-13 an a p a an sequen la lSSlon pro all les an angu ar lS rl U lons.
All of these topics have as a major theme the angular momentum and its partitioning among several, though not necessarily yet identified, degrees of freedom. ad-hoc generalization of results to models with additional degrees of freedom not explicitly treated, has led us to the conclusion that a good deal could be learned by simplifying the problem in two ways: first, by making the model as simple as possible, striving to obtain transparent analytical results; second, by considering the long time limit of statistical equilibrium, to which all the transport equations must tend.
With the latter simplification we are, in a way. losing sight of the most exciting part of the game, namely the time dependenceo However; we believe this to be a small and temporary sacrifice to make, considering . .
the clarity of the results. Yet, even the statistical equilibrium limit· is not deprived of interest. .On ttie' one hand, such a 1 imitappl ies to all of the compound nucleus processes, fission in particular. On the other hand, many of the collective degrees of freedom which we consider are quite likely to be in most cases, either close, or at the statistical equilibrium limit. There are, of course, most interesting and notable exceptions.
The plan of the paper is as follows: . Section 1 deals with angular momentum fractionation along the mass asymmetry coordinate. As this degree of freedom is perhaps the slowest to equilibrate, this section is perhaps more relevant to fission than to deep-inelastic processes.
'Yet there exists; in heavy ion reactions, components which are apparently equilibrated along the mass asymmetry mode and yet are ·difficult to explain by compound nucleus decay:7-20 It is possible that our formalism may enable one to learn about these components as well. Section 2 deals with the equil i bri urn partiti on of angul a r momentum between orbital arid. ,: .. intrinsic rotation which involyes the excitation of the collective modes k . l ' 21 nown as wrlgg lng.
In it both the average values and flu~tuations are consi der,ed. The effect of the wri ggl i ng mode on the fragment spi n a 1 ignment is di scussed. Secti on 3 general i zes Secti on' 2 by a 11 owi ng the di sintegration axi.s to tilt with respect to the plane normal to the total angular momentum. The average fragment ang~lar momentum is obtained and the spin and angular fluctuations are estimated. In Section 4 the thermal excitation of twisting and bending modes is studied for a system with zero total angular momentum. The average and rms angular momenta of the fragments are calculated. Section 5 generalizes Section 4 by considering the twisting and bending modes in a system with a finite total angular -4-momentum. The fi rst and second moment of the fragment angular mOrrie!,l.~um as well as the fragment angular momentum depolarization are ev~q,u~ted.
In Section 6 all of the above cases are considered for the reaction It is hoped that this simple exercise in statistical mechanics will prove as useful to many heavy ion practitioners, both theoretical and experimental, as it has been useful to us. Variat~ons in the total exit ch~nnel angular momentum along.the . . ~ .~ .. , ,", ", mass asymmetry coordi nate have been observed in non-equil i bri urn 'he~vy-i on reactions. 5 In these processes the angular momentum fractionation appears to arise mainly from the decreasing rate of spread of the population along the mass asymmetry coordinate with increasing angular momentum due to the dependence of the interaction time upon angular momentum.
It is interesting to note that angular momentum fractionation is expected even when statistical equilibruim is attained along the ridgeline, either directly as the end product of diffusion, or through the ,., 'li ' .
-5-population of the compound nucleus. The reason for this can easily be seen. For sufficiently heavy systems the potential as a function of mass asymmetry (ridge potemtia1 22 ) has a minimum at symmetry whose second derivative increases with increasing angular momentum. At equilibrium, the mass distributions for large angular momenta are more sharply peaked about symmetry than the mass distributions for small angular momenta.
It follows that, after summation over all partial .Q,-waves, the angular "momentum decreases with increasing asymmetry. This is a straightforward prediction that can be easily verified. More quantitatively, let us consider the ridge line as a function of mass asymmetry and angular 'momenta. For tWo touching liquid drop spheres of mass numbers A 1 , A 2 , the energy is whe re y = x -~ .
Inci denta lly ,it may be of i nteres t to note the va 1 ue of the fi ss i onability parameter, X=EC/2Es' at which the second derivative at symmetry is zero (Businaro-Gallone point):
Now let us assume that a compound nucleus has been formed and tnaf neutron decay and fission are the only competing processes. In "the constant temperature limit, dropping J/,-independent factors and assuming e = B-1, S = y-l, and J/, is the angul ar momentum ..
Integrating over angular momentum we obtain for a triangular distribution
where E~x is the maximum rotational energy of the equivalent sphere, and 6i = -R. The last equation can be written in terms of the fissionability parameter X and the rotational parameter Y (X = Ee/2Es'
The first moment of the angular ~omentum is:
..
• ' . . This is due to the fact that the high 1-waves dominate the yield for this -8-range of asymmetries, so that averaging over 1 yields a value of i, 12~
-2 which is essentially 1 D ,1 D . However, the mass distributions for. high, 1-waves are relatively narrow, and as one moves out to extreme asymmetries their contribution to the total yield for a given asymmetry becomes less important, resulting in a slightly lower average 1.
The constant temperature approximation is fairly poor. In particular, it is rather unwise to drop the dependence of T on angular momentum. One sees that the mass distributions for the high 1-waves are narrower because of the lower temperature. On the other hand, the 1-integrated mass distribution is somewhat broader because of the diminished wei~ht given:to the high R,-waves by the lower T and the division by ft;· These refinements cause i,1 2 to drop off more as one moves to largerasym-;· metries (see Fig. 2 (b)). Ho~ever, the qualitative interpretation is similar to that described above: i,1 2 are nearly constant as a function
. of y for small y due to the dominance of the high 1 waves, and then drop off rather abruptly because of the small contribution of the high 1-waves to the extreme asymmetries.
Another case which may be relevant in heavy-ion reactions arises when the system equilibrates along the ridge line and decays without passing through the compound nucleus stage. In other words, there is no competition from neutron emission or from other particle decay modes.
In this case, Eqs. (1.4, 5, 7, 8) must be modified as follows:
,.,
. . The most Significant effect of the assumption of equllibration along the ridge line can be seen in Fig. 3(b) . In contrast to the preceding case (neutron competition), where i and £2 remained constant out to moderate asymmetries and then dropped off rapidly, i and £2 peak at symmetry and fall' off more gradually with increasing y, giving rise to curves which are gaussian in appearance. .The dramatic differences in the 
Statistical Coupling Between Orbital and Instrinsic Angular Momenta and Wriggling Modes
In the spirit of simplicity let us assume that we can approximate of the fragments andtheir orbital rotation, assuming that the relevant angular momenta are all parallel to each other. If the total angular momentum is I and the spin fragment is s. the energy for an arbitrary partition between orbital and intrinsic angular momentum is:
* In this model the normal modes do not have any restoring force and because of this it may be thought that some relevant physics may be missing. However, insofar as the angular momenta associated with these normal modes are concerned, the model does not suffer any limitation. This can be easily seen by observing that the angular momentum arises only fro.m the momentum component of the phase space which is indeed accounted for in the present model. The addition of restoring forces introduces a coordinate component of the phase space which would have to be integrated out.
. .
The first term is the orbital and the second the intrinsic rotational energy, ~ being the moment of'inertia of one of the two equal spheres.
The pa'rtition function is given by:
The average spin for both fragments is given by
The second moment 52 is gi ven by ~.
.
From this we obtain the standard deviation
The result in (2.3) is temperature independent as one should have expected from the fact that The partition function 
for 1R« R The above .areon1y limiting expressions, but they can be used as inter- If the recoiling nucleus fissions perpendicular to the separation axis in a plane perpendicular to ,its spin, then wriggling will contribute to the out-of-plane anisotropy via Eq. (2.24). On the other hand, if the fission occurs along the separation axis, the wriggling process will have , -no effect on the out-of.,..p1ane width; however. an in-plane anisotropy will be generated due to the intersection of all possible fissiori decay planes along the original separation axis.
Interestingly enough, a depolarization of the type discussed above has been employed in calculations aimed at reproducing sequential fission data for Kr + Bi 11 where an i n-p 1 ane ani s tropy has been observed experimentally. However, it is not possible to attribute .the in-plane anisotropy to wriggling alone since other measurements 13 have not shown any appreciable variation in the out-of-p1ane.widthwith the in-plane angle.
At any rate, the fragment spin depolarization arises from other sources as well, as will be discussed in the next chapters.
·3. Thermal Fluctuation of the Angular Momentum Projection on the Disintegration Axis: Tilting
Above, we have assumed that the two touching fragments are aligned with their common axis perpendicular to the total angular momentum.
Because of the thermal fluctuations. this condition can be relaxed (see Fig. 5 ). Assuming now that the two fragments are rigidly attached one to the other, the energy is given by
r7"'" From the above equations one learnS that the total angular momentum of the fragments is only slightly affected by the thermal fluctuations of the separation axis and that the correction to the ordinary rigid Due to the excitation of this mode the reaction plane is not perpendicular to the total angular mo~entum of the system I, but is "tilted" by an angle at given by (3.8) The angle more relevant to sequential fission angular distributions is the angle between the total spin of one fragment and the normal to the line"of centers (in the same plane as I), which is given by sine -/4:: (3.9) Since I may be considerably larger than s, this angle can be considerably larger than 8 t . One should note that the combined effect of wriggling and tilting will produce spin components along all the coordinate axes.
If the separation axis is the z-axis, tilting will l'ead to an rms z-component Of" J K2j 4 = 0.84 J $T for each fragment. On the other hand, the rms x-and y-compon~nts due to wri ggl i ng wi 11 be V R'2/2 = 0.60 W; hence~ tilting and wriggling together generate an angular momentum which is almost random. Notice that R is th~ angu1.ar momentum of each fragment and that, for each mode, the angular momenta of the two fragments cancel out pairwise.
Furthermore, for each fragment the resulting angular momentum is -21-randomly oriented. It is worth stressing again that this angular "" moment~m can exist even when the total angalar momentum;i$ zero because of the pairwise cancellation mentioned above.
Coupling of Twisting and Bending Modes to Rigid Rotation
We want to generalize the previous calculation to the case of nonzero total angular momentum. Let us assume that each fragment has an aligned angular momentum'component IRarising from rigid rotation and a random component R due to the bending and twisting modes. The overall rotational energy arising from the fragment spins is:
The average total angular momentum of the fragments is:
The integral over e yields This expression can be written in dimensionless form as
..rrr Similarly the average square angular momentum is 1rilhis case as well as in (3.7) and (2.22b) we see that the correction to the rigi~ rotatio~ limit decrea~es as 1-1 in Eq. (5.8), but wifh a slightl~ large~ coefficient.· However, there is some appreciable contribution~t6 the width. Of greatest importance is the fact that a sizeable II til til of the angul a.r momentum of each fragment about the di re:Ction bf the total angular momentum is introduced
This depolarization is of great importance for the proper interpretation of the out-of-plane angular distribution of gamma rays emitted by the fragments and of the out~of-plane angular distribution of sequential 12 fission fragments.
Note that the effect on the depolarization in Eq. (5.12) is larger than that due to tilting in EQ. (2.24).
-24-
A Simple Application to a Typical Heavy-Ion Reaction
. It should be 'stressed again that the above formalism applies strictly to a system which has reached statistical equilibrium. In general this is not the case in heavy-ion reactions, especially insofar _ , . predictions of an equilibrium model with experiment.
The reaction which we want to consider is 600 MeV 86 Kr + 197Au .
Some of the vital statistics of this reaction are summarized in Table 1 .
If we allow the system to evolve to the configuration of two touching spheres (r = . ' 'K2 = = 367.50 fl2 . . ' .. In conclusion, without allow1ng fo~ angular momentum fractionation, we obtain for the overall fragment spin
'Another interesting case is spin generated by the wriggl{ng, -bending and twisting modes for zero total angular momentum. For wri ggling we -28-
Conclusion
In conclusion, using a simple model we have investigated,th~ angular momenta associated with a number of collective degrees of freedom.
For the mass asymmetry mode we have found that there can be appreciable R,-fractionation along the mass asymmetry coordinate, even in the equilibrium 1 imit. Furthermore, the di sti nctly di fferent patterns observed for the case of compound nucleus decay and for non-compound nucleus decay (i.e., equilibration along the ridge line) imply that it may be possible to experimentally distinguish between these two mechanisms, perhaps via y-ray multiplicity measurements. ,Six other collective modes have been considered: two wriggling, one tilting~ two bending, and one twisting.
Excitation of these modes causes a modest increase in the average fragment spins over the rigid rotational value but lead to a sizeable spread in the fragment's angular momenta about the average value. In Fig. 2(a) . 
